
automatic foil stamping die cutting machine



Brief introduction:
Yawa is a Chinese Machinery Supplier specializing in die cutting and foil stamping machines. We have B1 B2 and also have bigger sizes, such
as 1300, 1450 and 1650. We are very confident in our machine quality and after-sales service.

Description :
Automatic foil stamping die cutting machine (TDS1300) is a special solution for larger sizes. With a stable base and a friendly operating system,
the machine can provide customers with higher efficiency.

Impress unit
1. The most advanced drive mechanism for stable and powerful movement of mobile table
2. The automatic foil stamping die cutting machine uses the most advanced repair table
3. 5 mm cutting board
4. Pneumatic chase lock makes operation easier
5. Pneumatic brake / clutch
6. Pressure display on the touch screen
7. Special hardened alloy clamping rods, each rod can be adjusted to ensure accuracy
8. Cam mechanism for gripper bar ensures smooth and accurate operation
9. Torque clutch protects the index box from impact of the clamp
10. Cam mechanism for gripper finger control ensures paper alignment

TRANSCEND Control system
· AIO (ALL-IN-ONE) foil control processing a variety of foil stamping, including ordinary foil, laser foil and holographic foil. Our automatic foil
stamping die cutting machine is fully automatic, with a graphical interface and step-by-step work guide for easy operation.
· Newly developed foil step modules provide automatic and precise stepping settings as well as manual settings for maximum use on foil.
· The foil simulation module was also introduced to preview foil feed before actual work.
· Any parameters for a single job can be saved and managed for immediate recovery or repetition.
· High-precision integrated thermal control system that provides precise temperature setting, preheating and temperature regulation in each
zone.



Technical specifications:
Sheet

Max. sheet size: 1300×950mm

Min. sheet size: 650×450mm

Stock range: Paperboard 0.3~3.2mm
Corrugated board ≤3mm (E,B FLUTE)

Min. gripper edge: 8mm

Die-cutting/Stamping

Max. die-cutting size: 1290×930mm

Max. pressure: 400tons

Max speed: 5500s/h

Max stamping speed: 4000s/h

The thickness of stamping plate: 5mm

Electric heating system: 16 zones

Longitudinal feeding shaft: 3 shaft

Rules height: 23.8mm

Main motor capacity: 18.5kw

Feeder pile height: 1540mm



Delivery pile height: 1340mm

Power supply: 380V, 50Hz, 3Ph

Rated power(foil stamping) 56Kw

Air supply: 0.8-1.0Mpa, ≥0.6m3/min

Dimensions (L×W×H): 9300×5100×2600mm

Net weight: 32,000kg

Application:
The Automatic Stamping Die Cutting Machine (TDS1300) is a larger-sized machine for customers with large materials or large pallet general
packaging work.
Yawa is a very professional supplier offering machines from 750 to 1650. Focused on automatic bronzing die-cutting machines since decades
ago.



automatic hot foil printing machine



Brief introduction:
Shanghai Yawa is one of the most experienced suppliers and can be called a pioneer in the field of automatic hot stamping machines in
China. Yawa's first machine model is the semi-automatic stamping machine, a well-known model that has existed for more than 30 years. And
we are still producing fully automatic and semi-automatic hot stamping machines now. After so many years, it has greatly improved in terms of
practicality and durability.

Description:
TDS790 automatic hot foil printing machine is a very stable machine, and its first version was designed 20 years ago. So far we have sold more
than 300 automatic stamping machines worldwide. It is used for automatic stamping roll material, after printing, lamination. Suitable for the
production of paper boxes, paper cups, wrapping labels, cardboard embossing, portable paper bags, paper covers, PVC, various plastics, etc.
The automatic hot foil printing machine's mainframe and frame use advanced resin sand casting technology to ensure a more stable machine.
The main motor is controlled by an AC frequency converter; the main drive system is equipped with a pneumatic clutch brake device to make
the machine run smoothly.
Automatic hot foil printing machine adopts high-precision color-marking photoelectric automatic tracking detection system and servo motor
automatic positioning system. The material is automatically loaded and equipped. With feeder automatic guiding equipment. The utility model
has the advantages of convenient adjustment, high positioning precision, stable feeding, uniform tension, compact structure, high automation
degree, convenient operation and stable performance.

Die cutting Section
· Precision worm gear crank toggle driving system ensures smooth and dynamic lower platen movement
· Precision stationery upper platen
· Optional 4+1m cutting plate
· Chase locking by hand
· Pneumatic clutch/brake for main drive system
· Motorized automatic impression adjustment
· high precision alloy gripper bar
· Reasonable gap on two ends of gripper bar to realize good gripper bar registration at positions of gripping sheet and before die cutting by
means of front and back clamper-lays.



· High quality gripper bar driving chain
· State-of-the-art 2 cam index gripper bar driving system to ensure smooth and precise gripper bar intermittent movement
· Torque limit safety clutch to protect the index driving system in case of gripper bar crash
· Double cam driven gripper opener and front lay swing frame with position restore spring for smooth and accurate sheet register and take off
· Air blasting nozzle bar for stretching the thin paper before die cutting

Foil Stamping System
· Five servo motor driven foil pull shafts, each individually programmable for short step and long foil stepping 3 axes in longitudinal directions; 2
axes in transversal direction.
· Stamping console with industrial pc, Pro-Face touch screen and 6 thermometers for foil setting and temperature control with machine pre-
heating timer
· To 3 foil pulling shafts in longitudinal direction, waste foil is rewound through three tension adjustable torque motors
· To 2 foil pulling shafts in transversal direction, waste foil is rewound by means of timing belts driven by foil pulling servo motors
· Heating base with 6 heating zone each temperature individually adjustable
· 24 hours preheating device
· Warning system for foil length
· Foil separating air blaster with air volume, blasting strength per zone and starting and ending time adjustment
· Thin paper stretching air blaster with air volume, blasting strength per zone and starting and ending time adjustment

Application:
Automatic stamping machines are commonly used for general packaging, such as label hot stamping, card hot stamping, food packaging hot 
stamping, etc.
The automatic stamping machine TDS790 is one of the best-selling products, especially in Europe. Yawa has sold many sets across Europe, 
such as the UK, Romania, Croatia, Portugal, Bulgaria, and the Czech Republic.



Specifications
Max. sheet size: 790x560mm

Min. sheet size: 310x210mm

Max. stamping size: 760x525mm

Max. diecutting size: 750x520mm

Stock range: Min. Sheet: 90g/m2
Cardboard 157~2000g/ m2

Rated capacity: 26kw

Max. Speed: 5,500sph

Max. Stamping speed: 5,000sph

Max. pressure: 120 tons

Foil feed devices:
3 foil feeding shafts in longitudinal

2 foil feeding shafts in transversal

Max. diameter of foil roll: 210mm(3 inches core)

Feeder pile height: 1200mm

Delivery pile height: 950mm

Spaces: 3855x3560x2210mm

Weight of machine: Power: 8,500kgs,380v/50hz, 3 phases



automatic hot foil stamping machine



Brief introduction:
In addition to the normal design platen machine, Shanghai Yawa also has the vertical design machine, which is also the automatic hot stamping 
machine. We have models in the UK, Germany, Australia, South Africa, the Philippines and other places.

Description:
In order to meet the various needs of the printing and packaging market, we designed the TDS750 Automatic Hot Foil Stamping Machine, which 
is the newest equipment with the latest development and manufacturing intelligence.
Automatic hot foil stamping machine adopts many advanced pneumatic and servo drive processing technologies at home and abroad. After 
strict assembly quality control, the operation is simple, safe and reliable.
It can die-cut, stamp and emboss on different printing and packaging products, such as paper above 90gsm, cardboard, corrugated paper below 
4mm, adhesive paper, laminated paper, plastic card, PVC and so on.
Excellent adaptability and convenient operation make the machine work stably and safely. Automatic hot foil stamping machine will provide you 
with comfortable operation and a faster return on investment.

Main machine
Delivers accurate, adjustable impression for foil stamping, embossing and die cutting
Two horizontal, cross pull foil feeds are fully programmable to provide maximum versatility and excellent foil economy.
Air blast system helps separate foil from stock on critical jobs
Micrometer adjustment on side guide and front guide
Adjustable dwell on impression
Honeycomb base is convenient for loading
Missed sheet detector
4 heating zones with digital control
24 hours preheating device
Control system with touch screen HMI, PLC and servo system.



Specifications:
Max sheet size 750×560 mm

Min sheet size 280×220 mm

Inside chase size 700×500 mm

Stock range
Min.Sheet: 90g/㎡
Cardboard 157-2000g/㎡
E、B Flute

Max speed 2500 sph

Heating zones 4 zones

Heating capacity 40kw

Max pressure 110 ton

Power supply 400V, 3Ph, 50Hz AC with PE,

Feeding pile height 800 mm

Delivery pile height 160 mm

Dimensions 2600×1720×1975 mm

Net weight 4200 kgs 4200 kgs



Application:
The TDS750 is especially suitable for customers with short working hours but high production demands because of its faster conversion system
and smarter design.
In so many years of sales, the automatic hot stamping machine TDS750 is still one of our best-selling products with its ingenious design. Many
customers with lower budgets are very interested in this machine.



automatic hot stamping foil machines



Brief introduction:
Yawa is established as a supplier which sells automatic hot stamping foil machines and also die cutting machine. We are trying our best to
provide the best experience for the customers.

Description:
automatic hot stamping foil machines (DDS106) can work on hologram stamping and other special stamping, the customers who want the high
end product with good stamping result choose this model.

Feeder:
1. Conjugate cam mechanism for sheets feeding
2. Adjustable suckers head angles to handle different kinds of materials
3. Non stop sheet loading
4. Automatic feeding table up and down
5. Manual adjust on front registration synchronized with auto running
6. Micro adjustable side lays with pull/push in one
7. Side lays with photoelectric detection
8. 4 independent front lays with photoelectric detection
9. Accurate reposition of the distance between the platens, less than 0.01mm
10. Digital pressure display
11. Center line system
12. 7 specially hardened alloy gripper bars, each bar is adjustable to secure accuracy
13. Tri-point gripper bar registration provides high accuracy in round registrations
14. Pretensioned main chain with lower extension
15. Cam mechanism for gripper bar drive assures smooth and accuracy running
16. Torque clutch protects index box from concussion on gripper bar
17. Cam mechanism for gripper finger control assures precise sheet registration
18. Specially designed dwell function for stamping
19. Automatic and timing lubrication



Specifications:
Sheets

Max sheet size 1060X760mm

Min sheet size 400X350mm

Stock range Card board：0.2-1.5mm
Corrugated：≤4mm

Min margin 9 mm

Stamping specification

Foil puller 4 longitudinal, 2 transversal

Max foil roll diameter 250 mm

Foil roll core 1”/3”

Min foil width 45mm

Max stamping size 1040X720mm

Heating zones 12

Temperature 0~180℃

Die cutting specification

Max cutting size 1040X740 mm



Inside chase size 1084X785 mm

Max pressure 250 ton

Max speed 7500 sph

Other specifications:

Main motor 11 kw

Other motors 9 kw

Total capacity 46 kw

Power supply 400V/50Hz/3Ph+PE

Air supply 1.0MPa, 0.6CBM/min

Feeding pile height 1400 mm

Delivery pile height 1100 mm

Non stop delivery height 80 mm

Total weight Approx 16 tons

Application:
Automatic hot stamping foil machines (DDS106) is the bigger size than DDS92, which can provide the customer one more option.
We always believe only good quality of the automatic hot stamping foil machines can get more trust from the customers, which is exactly what 
we are doing right now.



fully Automatic foil stamping machine



Model: fully Automatic foil stamping machine (TDS1060)

Brief introduction:
Our company is one of the professional fully automatic foil stamping machine manufacturers & exporter in China.

Standard equipment
－Tilting feeding table, assure the paper feed to the cutting unit smoothly.
－Push- pull lay can be adjusted separately, easy to adjust and switch.
－Speed regulation device of feeding table and belts assure the correct timing of the paper arrival to the front lay.
－Two independent external front lay in operation side.
－Double sheet controlling device.
－Non-stop paper feeding function, which it saves time effectively.
－Colored HMI shows working condition and trouble display.

Main engine unit:
－Precise turbine bent axle drives toggle-type lower platform.
－high strength and high precision upper platform, which can bear heavy pressure that product may need.
－Imported high strength main chain to make sure the precision of die cutting.
－Aerometal gripper bar, compressive resistance, strong elasticity, not easy to deform.
Stamping system
－5 independent foil advancer controlled by servo motors, arranged as 3 longitudinal and 2 transversal
－Heating plate with 12 independent heating zones
－Foil break detector
－Auto alarm when foil is ending
－Air blowing to separate foil and sheets after stamping



Technical specifications:
Sheet

Max. sheet size: 1060×740mm

Min. sheet size: 400×360mm

Stock range: Paperboard 157~2000gsm
Corrugated board (E,B LUTE)

Min. gripper edge: 4mm

Die-cutting

Max. die-cutting size: 1040×730mm

Max. Stamping size: 1020x720mm

Max. pressure: 250tons

Max speed: 7500sph

Max stamping speed: 6500sph

Rules height: 23.8mm

Total power capacity: 46kw

Dimensions (L×W×H): 6000×5210×2650mm

Net weight: 18,000kg



Application:
Fully Automatic foil stamping machine also named hot stamping die cutting machine. This model are commonly used for wine package, cigarette
package, cosmetic package, food package and etc.

Our service :
1. All Yawa technicians have over 10-20 years experience.
2. Rich experience in installation, repairing and maintenance overseas.
3. After-sales staff wechat on line 24/7.
4. Guarantee to provide after-sales service for any Yawa machine for whole using life.

Established in 1988, shanghai yawa exports fully automatic foil stamping machine and hot stamping die cutting machine to Africa, middle east,
South East Asia,, Latin America, Europe, etc. We have a good fame for quality fully Automatic foil stamping machine with reasonable price.



fully automatic hot foil stamping machine



Brief introduction :
First born In 1924, Yawa has been stand up in die cutting and foil stamping area for about 100 years. We are the factory with a legendary history
but a new-born heart.

Description:
Fully automatic hot foil stamping machine (DDS92) is high-end model which can do both general foil stamping and hologram stamping, which is
especially good for cigarette or wine package.

Main Features
1.Quick central line positioning plate loading and convenient quick locking. The machine will meet almost all kinds of stamping requirement,
such as positioning stamping, embossing stamping, hologram stamping, fragment laser stamping, foil skipping and etc.
2.New revolving gripper opening gripper bar with adjustable grippers in left and right side to greatly improve the machine flexibility.
3.High speed pressure increase and decrease device to shorten the time to 3-4 seconds.
4.Transcend 09 computer control stamping controlling system
5.Graphic operating interface
6.Foil stamping automatic calculating and simulation function
7.Double elbow structure to pass the highest point which greatly improves the stamping quality.
8.New side lay to apply to the stable positioning of all kinds of paper running at high speed.
9.Gripper two times opening and mechanical double shooting (ultra sonic trouble shooting is optional) to simplify the user’s operation.
10.New sheet delivery structure of mechanical brush and delivery suction device to deliver the thin paper under 100g/m more aligned and stable
100g/m2 .
11.New feeder with brand new side lay and feeder head to ensure the paper run more stably.
12.Super energy saving design.



Specifications:
Max sheet size 1020X650mm

Min sheet size 430X350mm

Stock range Card board: 0.2-1.5mm
Corrugated: 3 mm

Min margin 9 mm

Max cutting size 920X640 mm

Max stamping size 900X600mm

Height of cutting rules 23.8mm

Max pressure 250 ton

Max speed 7000 sph

Max stamping speed 7000 sph

Max hologram stamping speed 6500 sph

Longitudinal feeding shafts 4(Optional 6)

Transversal feeding shafts 2

Feeding pile height 1400 mm

Delivery pile height 1100 mm

Heating zones 12



Min foil width 20mm

Foil roll core (1”),(3”)

Total capacity 46 kw

Air supply 1.0MPa, 0.6CBM/min

Total weight Approx 19 tons

Application:
Fully automatic hot foil stamping machine (DDS92) can do hologram stamping, laser stamping, fragment stamping and other special stamping,
like the anti-fake logo on the cigarette box.
We have a very big customer foundation for fully automatic hot foil stamping machine, and we can promise we will make the full responsibility for
the machines we sold.
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